Model Release Notes
Model: Union Support
Type: Survey-Response
Geography: United States
Date: December 4, 2019

Model Description
An ensemble method classifier model was created to target and identify supporters of labor unions. The model
was constructed using results from an online survey conducted in October 2019. The model scores here are
expressed on a 0-100 scale and represent the probability that a person would support labor unions. The model
was used to score over 269 million registered voters nationwide.

Process Overview
The model was trained on survey respondents who were divided into two groups based on two survey responses:
(1) Targets: Respondents who think labor unions protect workers and stand up for the middle class, AND believe
it is only fair that workers who get the benefits of union representation should have to contribute to that
representation
(2) Non-Targets: Respondents who think labor unions are job-killing political special interest groups, AND that
forcing workers to join and pay union dues is a violation of individual freedom and First Amendment rights
Several sub-models were built using a rules-based classifier on a variety of consumer, political, credit, and
demographic variables. In total, over 1,000 variables were considered during model creation.
The model building process determined the most appropriate variables in identifying the differences between
target respondents and non-target respondents. The final score was generated using a boosted decision tree
classifier. To validate the model, a randomly selected group of survey records were held out from the model
building process. These holdout records were then scored with the model and analyzed for accuracy.

Key Variables
The key variables and relative weights used in the model include:
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Validation
The model was validated by scoring a holdout sample of survey respondents. The holdout records were then
ranked by model score, separated into ten deciles, and evaluated. The highest scored records are found in decile
1, while the lowest scored records are found in decile 10.
Successful rank-ordering occurs when a higher percentage of target records are correctly scored higher than nontarget records. We expect a valid model to show a stepwise decline from decile 1 through decile 10. Ideal or
perfect models show a steep downward slope, with values near 100% in decile 1 and near 0% in decile 10.

Score Distribution
The following chart shows the distribution of model scores for registered voters nationwide. The scores range
from 0-100, with higher scores indicate a higher likelihood of supporting labor unions.
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